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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and mechanism for controlling threads in a 
multithreaded multicore processor. A processor includes 
multiple cores, each of which are capable of executing 
multiple threads. A control register which is shared by each 
of the cores is utilized to control the status of the threads in 
the processing System. In one embodiment, the shared 
register includes a Single bit for each thread in the processor. 
Depending upon the value written to a bit of the shared 
register, one of three results may occur with respect to a 
thread which corresponds to the bit. In one embodiment, 
writing a “0” to a bit of the shared register will cause a 
corresponding thread to be Parked. Writing a “1” to a bit of 
the shared register will cause a corresponding thread to 
either be UnParked or be Reset. Whether writing a “1” to a 
bit of the register causes the corresponding thread to be 
UnParked or Reset depends upon a State of the processor. 
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SINGLE BIT CONTROL OF THREADS INA 
MULTITHREADED MULTICORE PROCESSOR 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The invention relates to computing systems and, 
more particularly, to the management of threads in a mul 
tithreaded processing System. 
0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004. In a multithreaded processor, each thread may act 
as a separate physical processor. In Such a processor, there 
must generally exist mechanisms by which each thread may 
be initialized, Started, and/or stopped. Therefore, each thread 
must generally be configured to receive an initial indication 
to start executing, Such as a reset or initialization indication. 
Once a thread begins executing, Software may want to 
temporarily Stop that thread. For example, in a System that 
has a very demanding power or heat threshold, threads may 
be idled to reduce power consumption or limit heat produc 
tion. Alternatively, if a given thread requires exclusive use of 
the memory Subsystem or Some other shared resource, the 
other threads which are executing may be stopped tempo 
rarily. 

0005. In a multithreaded multicore processor, each core 
may be capable of executing multiple threads in hardware. 
AS the cores of Such a processor may generally be config 
ured to act in a Somewhat cooperative manner, threads in one 
core may affect the operation of threads in another core. 
Accordingly, as the number of cores and/or threads increase, 
the lines of communication between threads in the processor 
also increase, and mechanisms for controlling the threads 
may quickly become quite complex. However, as processor 
die area is generally always at a premium, and more com 
plex mechanisms are more likely to have errors and be more 
difficult to verify, an efficient mechanism for controlling 
threads is desired. 

0006 Accordingly, an effective method and mechanism 
for initializing, starting, and Stopping threads is desired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. A method and mechanism are contemplated for 
controlling threads in a multithreaded multicore processor. 
In one embodiment, a processor includes multiple cores, 
each of which are capable of executing multiple threads. A 
control register which is shared by each of the cores is 
utilized to control the Status of the threads in the processing 
System. In one embodiment, the Shared register includes a 
Single bit for each thread in the processor. Depending upon 
the value written to a bit of the shared register, one of three 
results may occur with respect to a thread which corresponds 
to the bit. In one embodiment, writing a “0” to a bit of the 
shared register will cause a corresponding thread to be 
Parked. Writing a “1” to a bit of the shared register will 
cause a corresponding thread to either be UnParked or be 
Reset. 

0008. In one embodiment, the first zero to one transition 
of a bit in the Shared register may be distinguished from 
Subsequent Zero to one transitions of the bit. In one embodi 
ment, each core includes circuitry for each thread Supported 
by the core which monitors the State of corresponding bits in 
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the shared register. During a System initialization Sequence, 
latches in the circuitry may be set to 0. If the latch has a 
value of 0 and a corresponding bit in the shared register 
transitions from 0 to 1, a thread Reset Signal is generated 
which may cause the corresponding thread to be reset or 
otherwise initialized. If the latch has a value of 1 and a 
corresponding bit in the shared register transitions from 0 to 
1, the corresponding thread will be unparked. If the value of 
the bit in the shared register transitions from 1 to 0, then the 
corresponding thread is parked. 

0009. Also contemplated is a multithreaded multicore 
processor wherein the Shared register is external to each of 
the cores. A first bus is utilized by the cores to perform read 
and write accesses to the shared register. Different buses are 
then utilized by each of the cores to monitor the status of bits 
in the Shared register. In one embodiment, each core may 
perform read or write accesses to any of the bits in the shared 
register and thereby affect the Status of threads in any of the 
other cores. 

0010 Also contemplated is circuitry located within each 
of the cores which is coupled to monitor the bits of the 
shared register which correspond to the respective core. The 
circuitry is configured to convey a Park, UnPark, or Reset 
Signal to the execution pipeline(s) of the core in order to 
affect the Status of corresponding threads. In one embodi 
ment, parking a thread temporarily idles a thread by pre 
venting fetching of additional instructions for the thread. 

0011. These and other embodiments, variations, and 
modifications will become apparent upon consideration of 
the following description and associated drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a multi-threaded multi-core processor. 
0013 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a core depicted in FIG. 1. 
0014 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a shared thread register. 
0015 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a computing System. 

0016 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a multi-threaded multi-core processor core. 
0017 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a trap logic unit. 

0018 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a portion of a trap logic unit. 

0019 FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a computing System. 

0020 While the invention is susceptible to various modi 
fications and alternative forms, Specific embodiments are 
shown herein by way of example. It is to be understood that 
the drawings and description included herein are not 
intended to limit the invention to the particular forms 
disclosed. Rather, the intention is to cover all modifications, 
equivalents and alternatives falling within the Spirit and 
Scope of the present invention as defined by the appended 
claims. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Overview of Multithreaded Processor Architecture 

0021. A block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a 
multithreaded processor 10 is shown in FIG. 1. In the 
illustrated embodiment, processor 10 includes a plurality of 
processor cores 100a-h, which are also designated “core 0” 
though “core 7”. Each of cores 100 is coupled to an L2 cache 
120 via a crossbar 110. L2 cache 120 is coupled to one or 
more memory interface(s) 130, which are coupled in turn to 
one or more banks of System memory (not shown). Addi 
tionally, crossbar 110 couples cores 100 to input/output (I/O) 
interface 140, which is in turn coupled to a peripheral 
interface 150 and a network interface 160. As described in 
greater detail below, I/O interface 140, peripheral interface 
150, and network interface 160 may respectively couple 
processor 10 to boot and/or Service devices, peripheral 
devices, and a network. Also illustrated are registers 400. In 
one embodiment, each of cores 100 are coupled to acceSS 
one or more registers which are included within registers 
400 as will be discussed in more detail below. 

0022 Cores 100 may be configured to execute instruc 
tions and to proceSS data according to a particular instruction 
set architecture (ISA). In one embodiment, cores 100 may be 
configured to implement the SPARC V9 ISA, although in 
other embodiments it is contemplated that any desired ISA 
may be employed, such as x86 compatible ISAS, PowerPC 
compatible ISAS, or MIPS compatible ISAS, for example. 
(SPARC is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, 
Inc.; PowerPC is a registered trademark of International 
Business Machines Corporation; MIPS is a registered trade 
mark of MIPS Computer Systems, Inc.). In the illustrated 
embodiment, each of cores 100 may be configured to operate 
independently of the others, such that all cores 100 may 
execute in parallel. Additionally, as described below in 
conjunction with the descriptions of FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, in 
Some embodiments each of cores 100 may be configured to 
execute multiple threads concurrently, where a given thread 
may include a Set of instructions that may execute indepen 
dently of instructions from another thread. (For example, an 
individual Software proceSS, Such as an application, may 
consist of one or more threads that may be Scheduled for 
execution by an operating System.) Such a core 100 may also 
be referred to as a multithreaded (MT) core. In one embodi 
ment, each of cores 100 may be configured to concurrently 
execute instructions from eight threads, for a total of 64 
threads concurrently executing acroSS processor 10. How 
ever, in other embodiments it is contemplated that other 
numbers of cores 100 may be provided, and that cores 100 
may concurrently process different numbers of threads. 

0023 Crossbar 110 may be configured to manage data 
flow between cores 100 and the shared L2 cache 120. In one 
embodiment, crossbar 110 may include logic (Such as mul 
tiplexers or a Switch fabric, for example) that allows any 
core 100 to access any bank of L2 cache 120, and that 
conversely allows data to be returned from any L2 bank to 
any of the cores 100. Crossbar 110 may be configured to 
concurrently process data requests from cores 100 to L2 
cache 120 as well as data responses from L2 cache 120 to 
cores 100. In some embodiments, crossbar 110 may include 
logic to queue data requests and/or responses, Such that 
requests and responses may not block other activity while 
waiting for Service. Additionally, in one embodiment croSS 
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bar 110 may be configured to arbitrate conflicts that may 
occur when multiple cores 100 attempt to access a Single 
bank of L2 cache 120 or vice versa. 

0024 L2 cache 120 may be configured to cache instruc 
tions and data for use by cores 100. In the illustrated 
embodiment, L2 cache 120 may be organized into eight 
Separately addressable banks that may each be indepen 
dently accessed, Such that in the absence of conflicts, each 
bank may concurrently return data to a respective core 100. 
In Some embodiments, each individual bank may be imple 
mented using Set-associative or direct-mapped techniques. 
For example, in one embodiment, L2 cache 120 may be a 4 
megabyte (MB) cache, where each 512 kilobyte (KB) bank 
is 16-way Set associative with a 64-byte line size, although 
other cache sizes and geometries are possible and contem 
plated. L2 cache 120 may be implemented in some embodi 
ments as a writeback cache in which written (dirty) data may 
not be written to System memory until a corresponding 
cache line is evicted. 

0025. In some embodiments, L2 cache 120 may imple 
ment queues for requests arriving from and results to be sent 
to crossbar 110. Additionally, in some embodiments L2 
cache 120 may implement a fill buffer configured to store fill 
data arriving from memory interface 130, a writeback buffer 
configured to Store dirty evicted data to be written to 
memory, and/or a miss buffer configured to Store L2 cache 
accesses that cannot be processed as simple cache hits (e.g., 
L2 cache misses, cache accesses matching older misses, 
accesses Such as atomic operations that may require multiple 
cache accesses, etc.). L2 cache 120 may variously be imple 
mented as single-ported or multiported (i.e., capable of 
processing multiple concurrent read and/or write accesses). 
In either case, L2 cache 120 may implement arbitration logic 
to prioritize cache access among various cache read and 
write requesters. 

0026 Memory interface 130 may be configured to man 
age the transfer of data between L2 cache 120 and system 
memory, for example in response to L2 fill requests and data 
evictions. In Some embodiments, multiple instances of 
memory interface 130 may be implemented, with each 
instance configured to control a respective bank of System 
memory. Memory interface 130 may be configured to inter 
face to any Suitable type of System memory, Such as Fully 
Buffered Dual Inline Memory Module (FB-DIMM), Double 
Data Rate or Double Data Rate 2 Synchronous Dynamic 
Random Access Memory (DDR/DDR2 SDRAM), or Ram 
bus DRAM (RDRAM), for example. (Rambus and RDRAM 
are registered trademarks of Rambus Inc.). In Some embodi 
ments, memory interface 130 may be configured to Support 
interfacing to multiple different types of System memory. 

0027. In the illustrated embodiment, processor 10 may 
also be configured to receive data from Sources other than 
system memory. I/O interface 140 may be configured to 
provide a central interface for Such Sources to exchange data 
with cores 100 and/or L2 cache 120 via crossbar 110. In 
Some embodiments, I/O interface 140 may be configured to 
coordinate Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers of data 
between network interface 160 or peripheral interface 150 
and system memory via memory interface 130. In addition 
to coordinating access between crossbar 110 and other 
interface logic, in one embodiment I/O interface 140 may be 
configured to couple processor 10 to external boot and/or 
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Service devices. For example, initialization and Startup of 
processor 10 may be controlled by an external device (such 
as, e.g., a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)) that may 
be configured to provide an implementation- or System 
Specific Sequence of boot instructions and data. Such a boot 
Sequence may, for example, coordinate reset testing, initial 
ization of peripheral devices, and initial execution of pro 
cessor 10, before the boot process proceeds to load data from 
a disk or network device. Additionally, in Some embodi 
ments Such an external device may be configured to place 
processor 10 in a debug, diagnostic, or other type of Service 
mode upon request. 
0028 Peripheral interface 150 may be configured to 
coordinate data transfer between processor 10 and one or 
more peripheral devices. Such peripheral devices may 
include, without limitation, storage devices (e.g., magnetic 
or optical media-based Storage devices including hard 
drives, tape drives, CD drives, DVD drives, etc.), display 
devices (e.g., graphics Subsystems), multimedia devices 
(e.g., audio processing Subsystems), or any other Suitable 
type of peripheral device. In one embodiment, peripheral 
interface 150 may implement one or more instances of an 
interface Such as Peripheral Component Interface Express 
(PCI-Express), although it is contemplated that any Suitable 
interface Standard or combination of Standards may be 
employed. For example, in Some embodiments peripheral 
interface 150 may be configured to implement a version of 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) protocol or IEEE 1394 protocol 
in addition to or instead of PCI-Express. 
0029 Network interface 160 may be configured to coor 
dinate data transfer between processor 10 and one or more 
devices (e.g., other computer Systems) coupled to processor 
10 via a network. In one embodiment, network interface 160 
may be configured to perform the data processing necessary 
to implement an Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) networking standard 
such as Gigabit Ethernet or 10-Gigabit Ethernet, for 
example, although it is contemplated that any Suitable 
networking Standard may be implemented. In Some embodi 
ments, network interface 160 may be configured to imple 
ment multiple discrete network interface ports. 
Overview of Fine-Rained Multithreading Processor Core 
0.030. As mentioned above, in one embodiment each of 
cores 100 may be configured for multithreaded execution. 
More specifically, in one embodiment each of cores 100 may 
be configured to perform fine-grained multithreading, in 
which each core may Select instructions to execute from 
among a pool of instructions corresponding to multiple 
threads, such that instructions from different threads may be 
Scheduled to execute adjacently. For example, in a pipelined 
embodiment of core 100 employing fine-grained multi 
threading, instructions from different threads may occupy 
adjacent pipeline Stages, Such that instructions from Several 
threads may be in various Stages of execution during a given 
core processing cycle. 

0031 FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of core 100 
which is configured to perform fine-grained multithreading. 
In the illustrated embodiment, core 100 includes an instruc 
tion fetch unit (IFU) 200 coupled to a memory management 
unit (MMU) 250, a crossbar interface 260, a trap logic unit 
(TLU) 270, and a plurality of execution units (EXU0, 
EXU1) 210a-b. (Execution units 210a-b may also be 
referred to generically as EXUS 210.) Each of execution 
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units 210a-b is coupled to both a floating point/graphics unit 
(FGU) 220 and a load store unit (LSU) 230. Each of the 
latter units is also coupled to Send data back to each of 
execution units 210a-b. Both FGU 220 and LSU 230 are 
coupled to a stream processing unit (SPU) 240. Additionally, 
LSU 230, SPU 240 and MMU 250 are coupled to crossbar 
interface 260, which is in turn coupled to crossbar 110 
shown in FIG. 1. 

0032. Instruction fetch unit 200 may be configured to 
provide instructions to the rest of core 100 for execution. In 
the illustrated embodiment, IFU 200 includes a fetch unit 
202, an instruction pick unit 206, and a decode unit 208. 
Fetch unit 202 further includes an instruction cache 204. In 
one embodiment, fetch unit 202 may include logic to main 
tain fetch addresses (e.g., derived from program counters) 
corresponding to each thread being executed by core 100, 
and to coordinate the retrieval of instructions from instruc 
tion cache 204 according to those fetch addresses. In Some 
embodiments, instruction cache 202 may include fewer 
acceSS ports than the number of threads executable on core 
100, in which case fetch unit 202 may implement arbitration 
logic configured to Select one or more threads for instruction 
fetch during a given execution cycle. For example, fetch unit 
202 may implement a least-recently-fetched algorithm to 
select a thread to fetch. Fetch unit 202 may also implement 
logic to handle instruction cache misses and translation of 
Virtual instruction fetch addresses to physical addresses 
(e.g., fetch unit 202 may include an Instruction Translation 
Lookaside Buffer (ITLB)). Additionally, in some embodi 
ments fetch unit 202 may include logic to predict branch 
outcomes and/or fetch target addresses, Such as a Branch 
History Table (BHT), Branch Target Buffer (BTB), or other 
Suitable Structure, for example. 
0033. In one embodiment, fetch unit 202 may be config 
ured to maintain a pool of fetched, ready-for-issue instruc 
tions drawn from among each of the threads being executed 
by core 100. For example, fetch unit 202 may implement an 
instruction buffer for each thread wherein several recently 
fetched instructions corresponding to a given thread may be 
stored. In one embodiment, instruction pick unit 206 may be 
configured to Select one or more instructions to be decoded 
and issued to execution units 210. In the illustrated embodi 
ment, the threads fetched by fetch unit 202 may be divided 
into two thread groups denoted TG0 and TG1. For example, 
if core 100 implements eight threads, then each of thread 
groups TG0 and TG1 may include four threads. Alternative 
numbers of threads and groupings are possible and are 
contemplated. 

0034 Pick unit 206, in the illustrated embodiment, may 
be configured to attempt to Select one instruction to Schedule 
for execution from each of TG0 and TG1, Such that two 
instructions may be Selected for execution during a given 
execution cycle. For example, pick unit 206 may employ a 
least-recently-picked (LRP) algorithm in which the least 
recently picked thread within a given thread group that is 
ready for execution is Selected. It is noted that in one 
embodiment, thread fetching as performed by fetch unit 202 
and instruction Selection as performed by pick unit 206 may 
be largely independent of one another. In Some embodi 
ments, pick unit 206 may schedule instructions before all 
factors affecting instruction Scheduling are known (e.g., 
instruction dependencies, implementation-Specific resource 
hazards, etc.), in which case a picked instruction may be 
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canceled at a later execution Stage. In other embodiments, it 
is contemplated that other instruction Selection algorithms 
may be employed, including algorithms that take additional 
instruction Scheduling factors into account. Further, it is 
contemplated that in Some embodiments, pick unit 206 may 
be configured to Select more than two instructions for 
execution in a given execution cycle, or may select instruc 
tions from all threads rather than Specific groups of threads. 
Additionally, in one embodiment pick unit 206 may be 
configured to identify Source operand dependencies that a 
given picked instruction may have on a previously issued 
instruction, and may configure other logic to appropriately 
Select Source operands (e.g., from a register file, or from a 
previous execution cycle via bypass logic). 
0035 Decode unit 208 may be configured to further 
prepare instructions Selected by pick unit 206 for execution. 
In the illustrated embodiment, decode unit 208 may be 
configured to identify the Specific type of a given instruction, 
Such as whether the instruction is an integer, floating point, 
load/Store, or other type of instruction, as well as to identify 
operands required by the given instruction. Additionally, in 
one embodiment decode unit 208 may be configured to 
detect and respond to Scheduling hazards not detected during 
operation of pick unit 206. For example, in the illustrated 
embodiment, only one load store unit 230 is provided. 
Consequently, if two load/store-type instructions were 
picked for execution, decode unit 208 may be configured to 
cancel or Stall one of those instructions and allow the other 
to be issued. In Such an embodiment, decode unit 208 may 
employ an arbitration algorithm to determine which instruc 
tion to issue without favoring a particular thread or thread 
group. Numerous other types of Scheduling and resource 
hazards detectable by decode unit 208 are possible and 
contemplated. 

0036). In some embodiments, instructions from a given 
thread may be speculatively issued from decode unit 208 for 
execution. For example, a given instruction from a certain 
thread may fall in the shadow of a conditional branch 
instruction from that Same thread that was predicted to be 
taken or not-taken, or a load instruction from that same 
thread that was predicted to hit in data cache 235, but for 
which the actual outcome has not yet been determined. In 
Such embodiments, after receiving notice of a misspecula 
tion such as a branch misprediction or a load miss, IFU 200 
may be configured to cancel misspeculated instructions from 
a given thread as well as issued instructions from the given 
thread that are dependent on or Subsequent to the misspecu 
lated instruction, and to redirect instruction fetch appropri 
ately. 

0037 Execution units 210a-b may be configured to 
execute and provide results for certain types of instructions 
issued from IFU 200. In one embodiment, each of EXUS 210 
may be similarly or identically configured to execute certain 
integer-type instructions defined in the implemented ISA, 
Such as arithmetic, logical, and shift instructions. In the 
illustrated embodiment, EXU0210a may be configured to 
execute integer instructions issued from TG0, while 
EXU1210b may be configured to execute integer instruc 
tions issued from TG1. Further, each of EXUS 210 may 
include an integer register file configured to Store register 
State information for all threads in its respective thread 
group. For example, if core 100 implements eight threads 
0-7 where threads 0-3 are bound to TG0 and threads 4-7 are 
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bound to TG1, EXU0210a may store integer register state 
for each of threads 0-3 while EXU1210b may store integer 
register State for each of threads 4-7. It is contemplated that 
in some embodiments, core 100 may include more or fewer 
than two EXUS 210, and EXUS 210 may or may not be 
Symmetric in functionality. Also, in Some embodiments 
EXUS 210 may not be bound to specific thread groups or 
may be differently bound than just described. Finally, in the 
illustrated embodiment instructions destined for FGU 220 or 
LSU 230 pass through one of EXUS 210. However, in 
alternative embodiments it is contemplated that Such instruc 
tions may be issued directly from IFU 200 to their respective 
units without passing through one of EXUS 210. 
0038 Floating point/graphics unit 220 may be configured 
to execute and provide results for certain floating-point and 
graphics-oriented instructions defined in the implemented 
ISA. For example, in one embodiment FGU 220 may 
implement Single- and double-precision floating-point arith 
metic instructions compliant with the IEEE 754 floating 
point Standard, Such as add, Subtract, multiply, divide, and 
certain transcendental functions. Also, in one embodiment 
FGU 220 may implement Single Instruction Multiple Data 
(SIMD) graphics-oriented instructions defined by a version 
of the SPARC Visual Instruction Set (VIS) architecture, such 
as VIS 2.0. Additionally, in one embodiment FGU 220 may 
implement certain integer instructions Such as integer mul 
tiply, divide, and population count instructions, and may be 
configured to perform multiplication operations on behalf of 
stream processing unit 240. Depending on the implementa 
tion of FGU 220, Some instructions (e.g., Some transcen 
dental or extended-precision instructions) or instruction 
operand or result Scenarios (e.g., certain denormal operands 
or expected results) may be trapped and handled or emulated 
by Software. 
0039. In the illustrated embodiment, FGU 220 may be 
configured to Store floating-point register State information 
for each thread in a floating-point register file. In one 
embodiment, FGU 220 may implement separate execution 
pipelines for floating point add/multiply, divide/Square root, 
and graphics operations, while in other embodiments the 
instructions implemented by FGU 220 may be differently 
partitioned. In various embodiments, instructions imple 
mented by FGU 220 may be fully pipelined (i.e., FGU 220 
may be capable of Starting one new instruction per execution 
cycle), partially pipelined, or may block issue until com 
plete, depending on the instruction type. For example, in one 
embodiment floating-point add operations may be fully 
pipelined, while floating-point divide operations may block 
other divide/Square root operations until completed. 
0040 Load store unit 230 may be configured to process 
data memory references, Such as integer and floating-point 
load and Store instructions as well as memory requests that 
may originate from Stream processing unit 240. In Some 
embodiments, LSU 230 may also be configured to assist in 
the processing of instruction cache 204 misses originating 
from IFU 200. LSU 230 may include a data cache 235 as 
well as logic configured to detect cache misses and to 
responsively request data from L2 cache 120 via crossbar 
interface 260. In one embodiment, data cache 235 may be 
configured as a write-through cache in which all Stores are 
written to L2 cache 120 regardless of whether they hit in 
data cache 235; in Some Such embodiments, Stores that miss 
in data cache 235 may cause an entry corresponding to the 
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store data to be allocated within the cache. In other embodi 
ments, data cache 235 may be implemented as a write-back 
cache. 

0041. In one embodiment, LSU 230 may include a miss 
queue configured to Store records of pending memory 
accesses that have missed in data cache 235 Such that 
additional memory accesses targeting memory addresses for 
which a miss is pending may not generate additional L2 
cache request traffic. In the illustrated embodiment, address 
generation for a load/store instruction may be performed by 
one of EXUS 210. Depending on the addressing mode 
specified by the instruction, one of EXUS 210 may perform 
arithmetic (such as adding an index value to a base value, for 
example) to yield the desired address. Additionally, in Some 
embodiments LSU 230 may include logic configured to 
translate virtual data addresses generated by EXUS 210 to 
physical addresses, Such as a Data Translation Lookaside 
Buffer (DTLB). 
0.042 Stream processing unit 240 may be configured to 
implement one or more specific data processing algorithms 
in hardware. For example, SPU 240 may include logic 
configured to Support encryption/decryption algorithms. Such 
as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Data Encryption 
Standard/Triple Data Encryption Standard (DES/3DES), or 
Ron's Code #4 (RC4). SPU 240 may also include logic to 
implement hash or checksum algorithms Such as Secure 
Hash Algorithm (SHA-1, SHA-256), Message Digest 5 
(MD5), or Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC). SPU 240 
may also be configured to implement modular arithmetic 
Such as modular multiplication, reduction and exponentia 
tion. In one embodiment, SPU 240 may be configured to 
utilize the multiply array included in FGU 220 for modular 
multiplication. In various embodiments, SPU 240 may 
implement Several of the aforementioned algorithms as well 
as other algorithms not specifically described. 

0.043 SPU 240 may be configured to execute as a copro 
ceSSor independent of integer or floating-point instruction 
execution. For example, in one embodiment SPU 240 may 
be configured to receive operations and operands from FGU 
220 or LSU 230, to freely schedule operations across its 
various algorithmic subunits and to signal FGU 220 or LSU 
230 when a given result is ready to be written back or stored. 
In other embodiments, FGU 220, LSU 230 or other logic 
may be configured to poll SPU 240 at intervals to determine 
whether it has ready results to write back. In still other 
embodiments, SPU 240 may be configured to generate a trap 
when a result is ready, to allow Software to coordinate 
processing of the result (for example, by using dedicated 
control registers to convey results). 
0044 AS previously described, instruction and data 
memory accesses may involve translating virtual addresses 
to physical addresses. In one embodiment, Such translation 
may occur on a page level of granularity, where a certain 
number of address bits comprise an offset into a given page 
of addresses, and the remaining address bits comprise a page 
number. For example, in an embodiment employing 4 MB 
pages, a 64-bit virtual address and a 40-bit physical address, 
22 address bits (corresponding to 4 MB of address space, 
and typically the least significant address bits) may consti 
tute the page offset. The remaining 42 bits of the virtual 
address may correspond to the virtual page number of that 
address, and the remaining 18 bits of the physical address 
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may correspond to the physical page number of that address. 
In Such an embodiment, Virtual to physical address transla 
tion may occur by mapping a virtual page number to a 
particular physical page number, leaving the page offset 
unmodified. 

0045. Such translation mappings may be stored in an 
ITLB or a DTLB for rapid translation of virtual addresses 
during lookup of instruction cache 204 or data cache 235. In 
the event no translation for a given virtual page number is 
found in the appropriate TLB, memory management unit 
250 may be configured to provide a translation. In one 
embodiment, MMU 250 may be configured to manage one 
or more translation tables Stored in System memory and to 
traverse Such tables (which in Some embodiments may be 
hierarchically organized) in response to a request for an 
address translation, Such as from an ITLB or DTLB miss. 
(Such a traversal may also be referred to as a page table 
walk.) In some embodiments, if MMU 250 is unable to 
derive a valid address translation, for example if one of the 
memory pages including a necessary page table is not 
resident in physical memory (i.e., a page miss), MMU 250 
may be configured to generate a trap to allow a memory 
management Software routine to handle the translation. It is 
contemplated that in various embodiments, any desirable 
page size may be employed. Further, in Some embodiments 
multiple page sizes may be concurrently Supported. 

0046) A number of functional units in the illustrated 
embodiment of core 100 may be configured to generate 
off-core memory or I/O requests. For example, IFU 200 or 
LSU 230 may generate access requests to L2 cache 120 in 
response to their respective cache misses. SPU 240 may be 
configured to generate its own load and Store requests 
independent of LSU 230, and MMU 250 may be configured 
to generate memory requests while executing a page table 
walk. Other types of off-core access requests are possible 
and contemplated. In the illustrated embodiment, crossbar 
interface 260 may be configured to provide a centralized 
interface to the port of crossbar 110 associated with a 
particular core 100, on behalf of the various functional units 
that may generate accesses that traverse crossbar 110. In one 
embodiment, crossbar interface 260 may be configured to 
maintain queues of pending crossbar requests and to arbi 
trate among pending requests to determine which request or 
requests may be conveyed to crossbar 110 during a given 
execution cycle. For example, crossbar interface 260 may 
implement a least-recently-used or other algorithm to arbi 
trate among crossbar requestors. In one embodiment, croSS 
bar interface 260 may also be configured to receive data 
returned via crossbar 110, Such as from L2 cache 120 or I/O 
interface 140, and to direct Such data to the appropriate 
functional unit (e.g., data cache 235 for a data cache fill due 
to miss). In other embodiments, data returning from crossbar 
110 may be processed externally to crossbar interface 260. 
0047. During the course of operation of some embodi 
ments of core 100, exceptional events may occur. For 
example, an instruction from a given thread that is picked for 
execution by pick unit 208 may be not be a valid instruction 
for the ISA implemented by core 100 (e.g., the instruction 
may have an illegal opcode), a floating-point instruction 
may produce a result that requires further processing in 
Software, MMU 250 may not be able to complete a page 
table walk due to a page miss, a hardware error (Such as 
uncorrectable data corruption in a cache or register file) may 
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be detected, or any of numerous other possible architectur 
ally-defined or implementation-specific exceptional events 
may occur. In one embodiment, trap logic unit 270 may be 
configured to manage the handling of Such events. For 
example, TLU 270 may be configured to receive notification 
of an exceptional event occurring during execution of a 
particular thread, and to cause execution control of that 
thread to vector to a Supervisor-mode or hypervisor-mode 
Software handler (i.e., a trap handler) corresponding to the 
detected event. Such handlers may include, for example, an 
illegal opcode trap handler configured to return an error 
Status indication to an application associated with the trap 
ping thread and possibly terminate the application, a float 
ing-point trap handler configured to fix up an inexact result, 
etc. 

0048. In one embodiment, TLU270 may be configured to 
flush all instructions from the trapping thread from any stage 
of processing within core 100, without disrupting the execu 
tion of other, non-trapping threads. In Some embodiments, 
when a Specific instruction from a given thread causes a trap 
(as opposed to a trap-causing condition independent of 
instruction execution, Such as a hardware interrupt request), 
TLU 270 may implement such traps as precise traps. That is, 
TLU 270 may ensure that all instructions from the given 
thread that occur before the trapping instruction (in program 
order) complete and update architectural state, while no 
instructions from the given thread that occur after the 
trapping instruction (in program) order complete or update 
architectural State. 

Parking and Unparking Threads 
0049. In one embodiment, threads in a core may be 
"parked’ or “unparked”. Generally Speaking, parking is a 
way to temporarily Suspend the operation of a thread. 
Threads which have been parked may be unparked to Start 
them running again. The parking and unparking of threads 
can be performed at arbitrary points in time and a global 
System reset is not required. In one embodiment, there may 
be an arbitrarily long, but bounded, delay from when a 
thread is directed to park or unpark until the change takes 
effect. In Such an embodiment, a Thread Running Status 
register may be used to determine if a thread that has been 
directed to park has completed the process of becoming 
parked. 

0050 Generally speaking, a parked thread does not 
execute instructions and does not initiate any transactions on 
its own. When a thread is unparked, it continues execution 
with the instruction that was next to be executed when the 
thread was parked. In one embodiment, a request to park a 
thread may be treated as an interrupt request. In addition, 
thread parking may include disabling instruction fetching for 
threads that are parked. This will have the effect that after a 
thread is parked, it will execute the instructions currently in 
the pipe, complete pending transactions Such as draining the 
Store queue, and then become idle. 
0051. In one embodiment, a shared “Thread Running” 
register may be used to Support parking and unparking of 
threads. Additionally, as illustrated by Table 1 below, in one 
embodiment Separate addresses may be used for accessing 
the Thread Running register in order to minimize the need 
for Synchronization between threads accessing the shared 
register. For ease of differentiation, different names may be 
given to the register depending upon which address is used 
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for access. For example, the register may be referred to as 
the Thread Running RW register and accessed for normal 
reading and writing using a first virtual address (VA). Using 
a Second virtual address, the register may be referred to as 
the Thread Running SET register and accessed as a write 
only register where a write of 1 in a bit position Sets the 
corresponding bit to 1 and a write of 0 in a bit position leaves 
the corresponding bit unchanged. Finally, the register may 
be referred to as the Thread Running CLR register and 
accessed as a write-only register where a write of 1 in a bit 
position clears the corresponding bit 0 and a write of 0 in a 
bit position leaves the corresponding bit unchanged. Alter 
native methods of accessing the shared register are possible 
and are contemplated. 
0052. When writing to the Thread Running register, there 
may be a choice between either writing a specific value to all 
bits and modifying individual bits. In one embodiment, 
when a Single thread is parked, a write to the Thread 
Running CLR register should be used. When a thread wants 
to become the only thread active, it may be more appropriate 
to write the desired value directly to the Thread Running RW 
register. 

TABLE 1. 

REGISTERNAME ACCESS NOTE 

Thread Running RW Read/Write General access 
Thread Running SET Write only Write to set bit(s) 
Thread Running CLR Write only Write to clear bit(s) 

0053 FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a Thread 
Running register 310 which is shared by each of cores 100. 
In the embodiment shown, register 310 includes 64 bits. 
Generally Speaking, each bit in the register 310 corresponds 
to a single possible thread in one of cores 100. A value of 1 
in a bit position activates (unparks) the corresponding thread 
for normal execution, while a value of 0 in a bit position 
parks the corresponding thread. In the above described 
embodiment wherein each core is configured to Support 
eight threads, register 310 may be divided into groups of 
eight bits with each group corresponding to a different core. 
As shown in FIG. 3, each group of eight bits is coupled to 
the corresponding core by a bus including at least eight bits. 
For example, the first eight bits (bits 0-7) of register 310 
correspond to core 0110a and are coupled to the core 100a 
via bus 330A. The second group of eight bits (bits 8-15) are 
coupled to core 1100b via bus 330B. Finally, each of the 
remaining bits are shown to be coupled to a corresponding 
core 100 via one of buses 330C-330H. In one embodiment, 
each of cores 100 is coupled to perform read and write 
accesses to the register 310 via a shared bus. Alternative bus 
arrangements and register configuration are possible and are 
contemplated. 
0054 When a thread executes an instruction which is 
configured to park itself by updating the Thread Running 
register and follows the update with a FLUSH instruction, 
the hardware may be configured to guarantee that no instruc 
tion after the FLUSH instruction will be executed until the 
thread is unparked. The FLUSH instruction may be either 
executed before parking takes effect or after the thread is 
unparked. 
0055 Generally speaking, at least one thread remains 
unparked. The hardware may be configured to enforce the 
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restriction that any update to the Thread Running register 
cannot cause all the enabled threads to become parked. This 
restriction may be important in order to avoid the case where 
all threads become parked and there is no way to reactivate 
any of the threads. 
0056. In systems with a service processor, the value of the 
Thread Running register 310 may be changed using the 
Service processor interface during a global System reset. In 
this way the service processor (which may be the boot 
master in this system) can unpark the proper threads before 
a processor Starts its boot Sequence. If during the boot 
Sequence the Service processor changes the threads which 
are enabled or disabled, it may need to update the Thread 
Running register 310 if a thread originally designated as 
unparked will not be enabled. 
0057 Because there may be a delay between the time a 
thread is directed to park until it actually becomes parked, a 
Separate Thread Running Status register may be provided to 
indicate when a thread actually becomes parked. The Thread 
Running Status register may be a shared, read-only register 
where each bit indicates whether the corresponding thread is 
active. 

0.058 FIG. 4 illustrates a view of processor 10 which 
shows cores 100 coupled to shared register 400, and shared 
register 310 in particular. As seen in FIG. 4, each of cores 
100a-100h are coupled to a bus 320 which enables access to 
registers 400. Buses 330 depict couplings from the 64 bits of 
register 310 to each of cores 100. Also illustrated is a service 
processor 300 coupled to I/O interface 140. In one embodi 
ment, each of cores 100 and service processor 300 are 
configured to perform read and/or write accesses to register 
310 via bus 320. In addition, in one embodiment, bus 320 is 
configured as a ring bus wherein transactions traverse the 
bus in a circular manner. Each device coupled to the bus 320 
(e.g., cores 100, registers 400, and I/O interface 140) exam 
ines transactions received upon the buS 320 and determines 
whether the transaction is targeted to that device. If the 
transaction is not targeted to the receiving device, the 
transaction is placed back on the bus 320 for forwarding to 
the next device. AS may be appreciated, other bus configu 
rations are possible and are contemplated. 
0059 Turning now to FIG. 5, one embodiment of a core 
100a is shown. Core 100a is shown to include a load store 
unit 230, stream processing unit 240, execution units 210a 
210b, fp/graphics unit 220, and instruction fetch unit 200. 
Core 100a is also shown to include trap logic unit 270. Load 
store unit 230 is coupled to receive input from memory 
management unit (MMU) 250, stream processing unit (SPU) 
240, execution units (Exe units) 210, and crossbar (XBar) 
110. In the embodiment shown, load store unit 230 is 
coupled via bus 565 to each of the SPU 240, execution units 
210, fp/graphics unit 220, and instruction fetch unit 200. In 
addition, load store unit 230 is coupled to trap logic unit 270 
via bus 550. 

0060 Each of cores 100 is coupled to receive a global 
scan flush signal 430. Scan flush signal 430 may generally 
represent a signal which corresponds to a reset of the latches 
within cores 100. Trap logic unit 270 is coupled to receive 
input from the shared register 310 via bus 330A. Trap logic 
unit 270 further includes logic block 520 which includes 
sub-blocks510A-510H. Output from each of sub-blocks510 
is conveyed to circuitry 530. In one embodiment, each of 
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sub-blocks 510A-510H is configured to convey three signals 
560A-560H, respectively, as depicted in FIG. 5. A first of 
the three signals corresponds to a Park Signal, a Second of the 
three Signals corresponds to an UnPark Signal, and a third of 
the three Signals corresponds to a Reset Signal. Responsive 
to the received signals 560, the circuitry 530 is configured to 
convey signals 570 to one or more of the units indicated by 
block 540. Included among the signals 570 conveyed may be 
thread Stop signals, thread flush Signals, thread reset Signals, 
redirect program counter (PC) signals, as well as others. 
0061. In one embodiment, circuitry 530 is configured to 
convey a first redirect signal to instruction fetch unit 200 in 
response to detecting assertion of one of the received reset 
signals 560. The first redirect signal may be generally 
configured to cause the instruction fetch unit 200 to initiate 
fetching of instructions corresponding to a reset trap (e.g., a 
POR trap). In response to detecting the assertion of one of 
the received park signals 560, the circuitry 530 may be 
configured to convey a thread Stop signal which is config 
ured to Stop execution of a corresponding thread. The thread 
Stop signal may further be configured to flush remaining 
thread instructions from the pipeline. Finally, circuitry 530 
may be configured to convey a Second redirect signal to the 
instruction fetch unit in response to detecting assertion of 
one of the unpark signals 560. The second redirect signal 
may be configured to cause the instruction fetch unit 200 to 
resume fetching of instructions at a point where execution 
was stopped due to previous parking of a thread. 

0062 FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of trap logic 
unit 270 which shows each sub-block 510 is configured to 
convey Park, UnPark, and Reset Signals. For example, 
sub-block 510A conveys a Park signal 660a, Unpark signal 
662a, and Reset signal 664a. In one embodiment, each 
sub-block 510 corresponds to a separate thread supported by 
the core 100a. In the embodiment shown, each of the eight 
threads supported by the core 100a may be in one of 
multiple States including "parked” or “unparked.” Generally 
Speaking, a parked thread is a thread which is not eligible for 
Selection to execute instructions and an unparked thread is 
available for Selection to execute instructions. AS described 
above, a write to the Thread Running register 310 may cause 
a corresponding thread to be parked or unparked. In the 
example of FIG. 6, the Park 660 and UnPark 662 signals 
illustrated are configured to effect parking and unparking of 
the corresponding thread, respectively. The Reset signals are 
configured to perform initialization of a corresponding 
thread. 

0063 Generally speaking, system initialization may 
include placing the logic associated with each thread into a 
predetermined State. In one embodiment, as part of a System 
initialization, the Thread Running register 310 may be 
initialized by default Such that all the threads are parked, 
except for the lowest numbered enabled thread. Initialization 
of threads in this manner entails performing a write(s) to the 
Thread Running register 310. For example, in one embodi 
ment, writing a “1” to a particular bit location of the Thread 
Running register may cause a corresponding thread to 
perform a Power On Reset (POR) trap. In the example of 
FIG. 6, a Reset signal 664 may be conveyed for a given 
thread in response to writing a “1” to the corresponding bit 
position of the Thread Running register 310. The assertion 
of Reset signal 664 causes the TLU to perform a Power On 
Reset trap for the specified thread. However, as noted above, 
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writing a “1” to a particular bit location of the Thread 
Running register 310 may also be used to unpark a thread. 
AS may be appreciated, one of three different Signals may be 
conveyed (Park, UnPark, Reset) responsive to a single 
corresponding bit in the Thread Running register 310. Con 
Sequently, a mechanism for distinguishing between a write 
of “1” to Park a thread and a write of “1” to perform thread 
reset/initialization is needed. 

0064 FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment of a sub-block 
510A configured to conveya Park 660, UnPark 662, or Reset 
664 signal. Sub-block 510A is coupled to receive a signal X 
702 corresponding to a single bit of the Thread Running 
register 310 and a scan flush signal 430 which may generally 
correspond to a scan flush of any of the cores 100. Sub-block 
510A further includes latches O1710 and O2720 and a 
number of logic gates. Signal 702 is coupled as input to latch 
710, NOT gate 730A, and AND gate 740B. Logic AND gate 
740A is coupled to receive as input the output from latch 
Q1710 and NOT gate 730A. NOT gate 730B is coupled to 
receive as input the output from latch Q1710 and convey 
output to AND gate 740b. Output from logic AND gate 
740B is coupled as input to logic OR gate 750, AND gate 
740D, and AND gate 740C. Output from the latch Q2720 is 
coupled as input to OR gate 750, NOT gate 730C, and AND 
gate 740C. Output from NOT gate 730C is coupled as input 
to AND gate 740D. Finally, logic AND gate 740A conveys 
Park signal 660, logic AND gate 740C conveys UnPark 
signal 662, and logic AND gate 740D conveys Reset signal 
664. 

0065. In one embodiment, a system scan flush 430 gen 
erally causes all latches within core 100a to be set to “0”. In 
one embodiment, Scan flush causes the State of latches 
Q1710 and Q2720 to be set to “0”. In addition, later steps of 
System initialization may further cause each thread to be 
further initialized by way of a POR trap. This further 
initialization of a thread may be responsive to a correspond 
ing Reset signal 664 conveyed from the sub-block which 
corresponds to the thread. Consequently, this further initial 
ization may include Setting the bits of the Thread Running 
register 310 to the value “1” in order to cause each thread in 
the system to take a POR trap. Subsequent to the scan flush 
of core 100a, the bits of the Thread Running register 310 
may be set to the value “0”. As described above, a particular 
embodiment may require that at least one thread be 
unparked Subsequent to a reset. In Such a case, the bit for the 
thread to be unparked will be set to the value “1” as part of 
(or Subsequent to) the System initialization process. 
0.066 Generally speaking, the outputs from the Sub-block 
410A may be described by the following logic equations: 

Park=(Q1)X" (i) 
UnPark=(O2)X(Q1) (ii) 
Reset=(O2)X(Q1) (iii) 

From the above three equations, it can be seen that both the 
Unpark signal 662 and the Reset signal 664 are asserted 
when both X 702 is asserted and the State of latch O1710 is 
“0”. However, the state of latch O2720 determines whether 
it is the Unpark signal 662 or the Reset signal 664 which is 
asserted. Only when the state of latch Q2720 is “0” is the 
Reset signal 664 asserted. 

0067. As noted above, both of latches Q1710 and Q2720 
may be initialized to “0” upon a scan flush 430. Conse 
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quently, the assertion of X 702 Subsequent to Such a Scan 
flush 430 would cause assertion of the Reset signal 664. 
However, it is noted that when both of latches Q1710 and 
Q2720 currently have a state of “0” and the signal X 702 has 
a value of “1”, the value conveyed from logic AND gate 
740B is “1” and the output from logic OR gate 750 is “1”. 
Therefore, the next value latched into both latch O1710 and 
latch Q2720 is “1”. Accordingly, when latch Q1710 has a 
value of “1”, the output from AND gate 740B is “0” and the 
Reset signal 664 transitions to “0”. Further, as the output 
from latch Q2720 feeds back into itself, the next state for 
latch Q2720 will continue to be “1” and the Reset signal 664 
will not be asserted for any later 0 to 1 transition of X 702. 
In contrast, a subsequent assertion of signal X 702 while 
latch O1710 has a state of “0” will cause assertion of the 
UnPark signal 662 instead. In the absence of an event 
capable of resetting the state of latch Q2720 to “0” (e.g., a 
scan flush 430), the Reset signal 664 will not be asserted 
again. In this manner, a Single bit 702 may be utilized to 
convey one of three signals (660, 662, 664). 
Exemplary System Embodiment 
0068. As described above, in some embodiments proces 
Sor 10 of FIG. 1 may be configured to interface with a 
number of external devices. One embodiment of a system 
including processor 10 is illustrated in FIG. 8. In the 
illustrated embodiment, system 800 includes an instance of 
processor 10 coupled to a system memory 810, a peripheral 
storage device 820 and a boot device 830. System 800 is 
coupled to a network 840, which is in turn coupled to 
another computer system 850. In some embodiments, sys 
tem 800 may include more than one instance of the devices 
shown, Such as more than one processor 10, for example. In 
various embodiments, system 800 may be configured as a 
rack-mountable Server System, a Standalone System, or in 
any other Suitable form factor. In Some embodiments, SyS 
tem 800 may be configured as a client system rather than a 
Server System. 

0069. In various embodiments, system memory 810 may 
comprise any Suitable type of System memory as described 
above, such as FB-DIMM, DDR/DDR2 SDRAM, or 
RDRAMOR, for example. System memory 810 may include 
multiple discrete banks of memory controlled by discrete 
memory interfaces in embodiments of processor 10 config 
ured to provide multiple memory interfaces 130. Also, in 
Some embodiments system memory 810 may include mul 
tiple different types of memory. 
0070 Peripheral storage device 820, in various embodi 
ments, may include Support for magnetic, optical, or Solid 
State Storage media Such as hard drives, optical disks, 
nonvolatile RAM devices, etc. In some embodiments, 
peripheral Storage device 820 may include more complex 
Storage devices Such as disk arrays or Storage area networks 
(SANs), which may be coupled to processor 10 via a 
standard Small Computer System Interface (SCSI), a Fibre 
Channel interface, a Firewire(R) (IEEE 1394) interface, or 
another Suitable interface. Additionally, it is contemplated 
that in other embodiments, any other Suitable peripheral 
devices may be coupled to processor 10, Such as multimedia 
devices, graphics/display devices, Standard input/output 
devices, etc. 

0071. As described previously, in one embodiment boot 
device 830 may include a device such as an FPGA or ASIC 
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configured to coordinate initialization and boot of processor 
10, Such as from a power-on reset State. Additionally, in 
Some embodiments boot device 830 may include a second 
ary computer System configured to allow access to admin 
istrative functions Such as debug or test modes of processor 
10. 

0.072 Network 840 may include any suitable devices, 
media and/or protocol for interconnecting computer Sys 
tems, Such as wired or wireleSS Ethernet, for example. In 
various embodiments, network 840 may include local area 
networks (LANs), wide area networks (WANs), telecom 
munication networks, or other Suitable types of networks. In 
Some embodiments, computer system 850 may be similar to 
or identical in configuration to illustrated system 800, 
whereas in other embodiments, computer system 850 may 
be Substantially differently configured. For example, com 
puter system 850 may be a server system, a processor-based 
client System, a StateleSS “thin' client System, a mobile 
device, etc. 

1. A multithreaded multicore processor comprising: 
a plurality of cores, each of Said cores being configured to 

Support two or more threads, and 
a shared thread control register including a bit for each of 

the threads in each of the plurality of cores, 
wherein Setting a bit of the shared thread control register 

to a first value causes a corresponding thread in one of 
Said cores to be reset, in response to detecting the 
processor is in a first State; and 

wherein Setting the bit of the shared thread control register 
to the first value causes the corresponding thread to be 
unparked, in response to detecting the processor is in a 
Second State. 

2. The multithreaded multicore processor as recited in 
claim 2, wherein each of Said cores is further coupled to a 
Separate bus for monitoring bits of the shared thread control 
register which correspond to the respective core. 

3. The multithreaded multicore processor as recited in 
claim 3, wherein each of Said cores includes a trap logic unit 
configured to monitor bits of the shared thread control 
register, and wherein in response to detecting transitions of 
the monitored bits of the shared register, each trap unit is 
configured to convey one of a park, unpark, or reset Signal 
for a corresponding thread. 

4. The multithreaded multicore processor as recited in 
claim 4, wherein each trap logic unit includes a latch which 
indicates either said first State or Said Second State, wherein 
the latch assumes the first State in response to a System Scan 
flush Signal. 

5. The multithreaded multicore processor as recited in 
claim 4, further comprising circuitry coupled to receive the 
park, unpark, and reset signals, wherein the circuitry is 
configured to: 

convey a first redirect Signal to an instruction fetch unit, 
responsive to assertion of the reset Signal, wherein the 
first redirect Signal is configured to cause the instruc 
tion fetch unit to initiate fetching of instructions cor 
responding to a reset trap; 

convey a thread Stop signal configured to Stop execution 
of a corresponding thread, responsive to assertion of 
the park Signal; and 
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convey a Second redirect Signal to the instruction fetch 
unit, responsive to assertion of the unpark Signal, Said 
Second redirect Signal being configured to cause the 
instruction fetch unit to initiate fetching of instructions 
at a point where execution was stopped due to a 
previous park. 

6. The multithreaded multicore processor as recited in 
claim 4, wherein in response to the assertion of a park signal, 
a corresponding core is configured to Stop fetching instruc 
tions for a corresponding thread. 

7. The multithreaded multicore processor as recited in 
claim 6, wherein in response to the assertion of an unpark 
Signal, the execution pipeline is configured to enable instruc 
tion fetching for a corresponding thread at the point at which 
instruction execution was stopped at the time of the parking 
of the thread. 

8. The multithreaded multicore processor as recited in 
claim 4, wherein in response to the assertion of a reset 
Signal, a corresponding core is configured to perform a reset 
trap and begin fetching and executing instructions. 

9. A trap logic unit comprising: 

a plurality of logic blocks, each of Said blocks corre 
sponding to a thread of a plurality of threads, and 

an input coupled to receive a plurality of Signals from a 
shared thread register, the shared thread register includ 
ing a bit for each of the plurality of threads, 

wherein each of Said logic blockS is configured to convey: 
an reset Signal for a corresponding thread, in response 

to (i) detecting a transition of a bit in the shared 
thread register from a first State to a Second State and 
(ii) detecting the trap logic unit is in a first State; and 

an unpark Signal for a corresponding thread, in 
response to (i) detecting a transition of a bit in the 
shared thread register from a first State to a Second 
State and (ii) detecting the trap logic unit is in a 
Second State. 

10. The trap logic unit as recited in claim 9, further 
comprising a latch which indicates either Said first State or 
Said Second State, wherein the latch assumes the first State in 
response to a System Scan flush Signal. 

11. The trap logic unit as recited in claim 10, further 
comprising circuitry configured to: 

convey a first redirect Signal to an instruction fetch unit, 
responsive to assertion of the reset Signal, wherein the 
first redirect Signal is configured to cause the instruc 
tion fetch unit to initiate fetching of instructions cor 
responding to a reset trap; 

convey a thread Stop signal configured to Stop execution 
of a corresponding thread, responsive to assertion of 
the park Signal; and 

convey a Second redirect Signal to the instruction fetch 
unit, responsive to assertion of the unpark Signal, Said 
Second redirect Signal being configured to cause the 
instruction fetch unit to initiate fetching of instructions 
at a point where execution was stopped due to a 
previous park. 

12. The trap logic unit as recited in claim 10, wherein each 
of Said logic blockS is further configured to convey a park 
Signal in response to detecting a transition of the bit in the 
shared thread register from the Second State to the first State. 
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13. The trap logic unit as recited in claim 12, wherein in 
response to the assertion of a park signal, a corresponding 
core is configured to Stop fetching instructions for a corre 
sponding thread. 

14. The trap logic unit as recited in claim 13, wherein in 
response to the assertion of an unpark Signal, the execution 
pipeline is configured to enable instruction fetching for a 
corresponding thread at the point at which instruction execu 
tion was stopped at the time of the parking of the corre 
sponding thread. 

15. The trap logic unit as recited in claim 12, wherein in 
response to the assertion of a reset Signal, a corresponding 
core is configured to perform a reset trap and begin fetching 
and executing instructions. 

16. A computing System comprising: 
a multithreaded multicore processor, 
a peripheral Storage device; and 
a System memory; 

wherein the processor comprises: 
a plurality of cores, each of Said cores being configured 

to Support one or more threads, and 
a shared thread register including a bit for each of the 

threads in each of the plurality of cores, 
wherein Setting a bit of the shared thread register to a 

first value causes a corresponding thread in one of 
said cores to be reset, in response to detecting the 
processor is in a first State; and 

wherein Setting the bit of the shared thread register to 
the first value causes the corresponding thread to be 
unparked, in response to detecting the processor is in 
a Second State. 

17. The computing System as recited in claim 16, wherein 
each of Said cores is further coupled to a separate bus for 
monitoring bits of the shared thread register which corre 
spond to the respective core. 

18. The computing System as recited in claim 17, wherein 
each of Said cores includes a trap logic unit configured to 
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monitor bits of the shared thread register, and wherein in 
response to detecting transitions of the monitored bits of the 
shared register, each trap unit is configured to generate one 
of a park, unpark, or reset Signal for a corresponding thread. 

19. The computing system as recited in claim 18, wherein 
each trap logic unit includes a latch which indicates either 
Said first State or Said Second State, wherein the latch 
assumes the first State in response to a System reset Signal. 

20. The computing System as recited in claim 19, wherein 
in response to the assertion of a park signal, a corresponding 
core is configured to Stop fetching instructions for a corre 
sponding thread. 

21. The computing System as recited in claim 20, wherein 
in response to the assertion of an unpark Signal, the execu 
tion pipeline is configured to enable instruction fetching for 
a corresponding thread at the point at which instruction 
execution was Stopped at the time of the parking of the 
thread. 

22. The computing System as recited in claim 19, wherein 
in response to the assertion of a reset Signal, a corresponding 
core is configured to perform a reset trap and begin fetching 
and executing instructions. 

23. The computing System as recited in claim 18, wherein 
the trap logic unit is configured to: 

convey a first redirect Signal to an instruction fetch unit, 
responsive to assertion of a generated reset Signal, 
wherein the first redirect Signal is configured to cause 
the instruction fetch unit to initiate fetching of instruc 
tions corresponding to a reset trap Sequence, 

convey a thread Stop signal configured to Stop execution 
of a corresponding thread, responsive to assertion of a 
generated park Signal; and 

convey a Second redirect Signal to the instruction fetch 
unit, responsive to assertion of a generated unpark 
Signal, Said Second redirect Signal being configured to 
cause the instruction fetch unit to initiate fetching of 
instructions at a point where execution was Stopped due 
to a previous park. 
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